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‘Oversize’ next to the number denotes the item is kept in the Oversize box

A. *Photographs and other images of Institutions*

Ambulance Teams
Sheffield General Infirmary
*(see also under Sheffield Royal Infirmary)*
Sheffield Hospital for Women, Figtree Lane
Sheffield Hospitals Appeal
Sheffield Medical Institution, Surrey Street (1828-88)
Sheffield Medical School, Leopold Street (1888-1905)
Sheffield Medical School, University
Sheffield Medico-Chirurgical Society
Sheffield Royal Hospital
Sheffield Royal Infirmary

**Ambulance Teams**

River Don Works. Ambulance Class Annual Competition. Winning team with shield, [n.d.]
Mounted. Oversize (AMB 1)

River Don Works. Ambulance Class Annual Competition. Winning team with shield, [n.d.]
Mounted. Oversize (AMB 2)

Edgar Allen Ambulance Shield Competition. Winning team with shield, 1925.
Photocopy
Inc. Dr. Robert William Innes Smith (AMB 3)
Sheffield General Infirmary

(see also under Sheffield Royal Infirmary)

Reproduction of painting, in colour. [c. 1800] (SGI 1a)

Caption: ‘To His Grace the Duke of Norfolk. This perspective Elevation of the General Infirmary at Sheffield is with Permission dedicated by His Graces most obedient & humble servant John Rawstorne’

Three B&W copies of same (SGI 1b-d)

Photograph of engraving, from elevated angle.. [c. 1900?] (SGI 2a)


Two copies of same (SGI 2b-c)

Photograph of a certificate (for Mr. William Skinner), certifying attendance at the Infirmary, dated 1840. (SGI 3)

Sheffield Hospital for Women, Figtree Lane

Photograph of engraving, [c.1864] (SHW 1)

Caption: ‘The Foundations of our Hospitals. The Sheffield Hospital for Women, Figtree Lane, Sheffield. Opened in 1864 with six beds’

Sheffield Hospitals Appeal

Group of medical staff, [c. 1920s?] (SHA 1)

Location outside one of the hospitals, perhaps the Royal Infirmary
Sheffield Medical Institution, Surrey Street (1828-88)

Admission cards (for George Smelter). Photograph of 16 cards. (SMI 1)

On reverse: ‘Admission cards - lectures, Old School of Medicine (original in Dept of Physiology)’

Building. Photograph of engraving, 1830. (SMI 2a)


Caption: ‘Music Hall, Sheffield’. Main feature of the picture is the Music Hall, with the Medical Instution to the right

B&W copy of same (SMI 2b)

Building. c. 1888. (SMI 3)

Has notice posted on front of building “To be Sold or Let”

Caption: ‘The First Sheffield Medical Instition in Surrey Street. Founded 1828. The photograph was taken about 1888 after the removal to the new school in Leopold Street. The figure standing in the doorway is the late Mr. Simeon Snell, Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Royal Infirmary, Sheffield, and the first Honorary Secretary to the Clinical Committee’.

Simeon Snell was also Professor of Ophthalmology 1897-1909

another copy. With caption (SMI 3a)

another copy. Without caption (SMI 3b)

another copy. Without caption. Mounted (SMI 3c)

another copy. Without caption. (SMI 3d)

Printed on single leaf, with 2 line drawings, one of which has the caption ‘The First Sheffield Medical Institution in Surrey Street. Founded 1828’

Building, [c.1965] (SMI 4a-c)

Building, [c.1965] (SMI 5)

Building, [c.1965]. Mounted (SMI 6)

Building, [c.1965]. Mounted (SMI 7)
Building, [c.1965]. Mounted  
Building, Detail: ‘Ars longa vita brevis’. [c.1965]. Mounted  

another copy.

Dissecting Room, [n.d.]  
On reverse: ‘Medical School Surrey Street 1828-1888. The dissecting room upstairs. This was all its equipment.’ Mounted  

another copy.

Caption: ‘Dissecting Laboratory, Medical School (1880)’. Mounted  

another copy.


another copy.

On reverse: ‘In the Surrey St. Medical Institution. Presumably a basement room??. Gaslighting.’ Donated by Mrs E. Cawley.

another copy.

Lecture Room, n.d.  
Mounted.  

another copy.

On reverse: ‘I am informed that this is the lecture theatre in the Surrey Street Medical School now demolished. H.T.S[wan] 1978’

another copy.


another copy.

On reverse: ‘The Lecture Room upstairs in the Surrey Street Medical Institution. There is a more centrally taken print in the University Library. See also sesquicentenary glass engraving (David Peace). To HTS from Fay Weekes Sept. 1981’  

another copy.

On reverse: ‘Medical School 1828-1888 Surrey Street. The lecture theatre – adjoining the dissecting room. It was never used by anybody during the year that I was there, 1883-4’
Library. [n.d.]

On reverse: ‘Medical School - Surrey Street 1828-1888. The Library as I knew it during the year 1883-4 - when I was a student there. All the lectures & demonstrations were given here. Boynton Lea was the Tutor’

another copy.

another copy.

Personnel. Annual staff and Students Cricket Match, Bramall Lane, c.1885-7.

Mounted Oversize (SMI 13)

Caption: ‘?1885-1887. Annual Staff and Students Match at Bramall Lane’.

With list of names, inc. A. Jackson, S. Snell, M. Bartolomé, R.J. Pye-Smith, A.J. Hall.

Rules. 1833

On reverse: ‘Photograph of signatures to the rules of the Sheffield Medical Institution, 1833 (From minute book)’

Commemorative engraved glass

Photograph of engraved glass commemorating 150th anniversary of the Sheffield Medical School (1828-1978)
Sheffield Medical School, Leopold Street (1888-1905)

Building. Engraving. [1888?] (SMS 1)

  Pawson & Brailsford, Lith. Sheffield
  Caption: ‘Sheffield Medical School - New buildings opened, Sept. 29th, 1888.’
  another copy (SMS 1b)
  another copy (SMS 1c)

Building, [c. 1890?] (SMS 2)

  *N.B. Image wrong way round*

Personnel. Annual staff and Students Cricket Match, [Bramall Lane ?], 1891.

Mounted (SMS 3)

  Caption: 'Annual cricket match, School of Medicine, Summer 1890?'. 'This was I think 1891 - I was Umpire'..
  With list of names, inc. A.J. Hall.

Personnel. Annual staff and Students Cricket Match, [Bramall Lane ?], c1892.

Mounted (SMS 4)

  Caption: 'Annual cricket match, Staff and students, about 1892.
  With list of names, inc. A.J. Hall.
Sheffield Medical School, University

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. [c. 1914?] Oversize (SMU 1)
  Mounted

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. 1924 Oversize (SMU 2)
  Mounted
  another copy. Mounted Oversize (SMU 2b)
  On reverse: students’ names, with Stuart William Innes Smith. Mounted
  another copy. Mounted Oversize (SMU 2c)
  another copy. Mounted Oversize (SMU 2d)

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. 1926 Oversize (SMU 3)

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. 1926 Oversize (SMU 4)
  (?) Dept. of Physiology. Graduation group.
  On front: names, inc. Prof. John Beresford Leathes (Physiology) and G.A. Clark

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. 1927 Oversize (SMU 5)
  Mounted
  Caption: ‘University of Sheffield. Faculty of Medicine. June 1927’
  another copy. Mounted Oversize (SMU 5b)
  On reverse: some names
  another copy (SMU 5c)
  On reverse: ‘Medical Graduates 1927’. All identified.
  another copy (SMU 5d)
  On reverse: ‘Medicals Finals 1927’.
  Donor: Mrs E. Cawley
another copy

Donor: Mrs E. Cawley

another copy

All names identified on accompanying loose sheet

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. [c. 1930]  
Mounted  
Includes: Profs. J.B. Leathes, A.E. Naish, and another

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. [c. 1935]  
Mounted  
Includes: Prof. G.A. Clark

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. [c. 1935]  
Mounted  
(?) Dept. of Physiology. Graduation group, in gowns.  
Includes: Prof. G.A. Clark

Faculty, Department or Graduation group. [c. 1946]  
Mounted  
Includes: Prof. G.A. Clark

Department of Anatomy. Students with specimens . [n.d.]  
Caption: ‘ Anatomy Department, Western bank’  
Donor: Mrs E. Cawley

another copy  
Donor: Mrs E. Cawley

Department of Anatomy. Students with specimens . [n.d.]  
Caption: ‘ Anatomy Department, Western bank’  
Another view of above  
Donor: Mrs E. Cawley
Department of Medicine. Dental Mechanics Laboratory. [n.d.]  
Mounted  
Caption: ‘Department of Medicine. Dental Mechanics Laboratory: A work-bench’

Department of Microbiology. Laboratory. [n.d.]  

Department of Microbiology. Technician. [n.d.]  
Caption: ‘Department of Microbiology... A technician using a “Microferm” fermenter...’

Department of Microbiology. Student using equipment. [c.1970]

Department of Pathology. Tutorial. 1971  
On reverse: ‘Pathology Tutorial 1971’

another copy  
(SMU 16b)

Department of Pathology. Tutorial. 1971  
On reverse: ‘Pathology Tutorial 1971’

another copy  
(SMU 17b)


Department of Physiology. Laboratory. [c.1910?]  
On reverse: ‘Sheffield University Physiological Laboratory’

Department of Physiology. Laboratory. 1935  
On reverse: ‘The University of Sheffield. Department of Physiology Laboratory. 19 Sep 1935’

another copy  
(SMU 19b)

Department of Physiology. Laboratory. Microscopy class. [c.1930?]  
A British Council photograph
another copy. Mounted (SMU 20b)

Caption: ‘Department of Physiology. A corner of the Histological and Experimental Laboratory’

Department of Pathology. Pathological Museum. Lecturer with students [n.d.] (SMU 21)

Caption: ‘Pathological Museum. Dr H.E. Harding, B.A., D.M., B.Ch. Lecturer in Pathology’

Sheffield Medical School, Royal Hallamshire Hospital [n.d.] (SMU 22a)

On reverse: ‘New medical school’

Donor: Dr. H.T. Swan

another copy (SMU 22b)
Sheffield Medico-Chirurgical Society

Group, 1892

On reverse: ‘Excursion to Hardwick Hall, June 1892. Group taken by Dr Baldwin, Cawdor House, Rotherham’, together with the names of those present, including Simeon Snell.

(Transferred from the Sheffield-Medico-Chirurgical Society Documents)
Sheffield Royal Hospital

Board room. Colour. [c.1975?] (SRH 1)

On reverse: ‘Board Room of Sheffield Royal Hospital showing its east end, windows facing West Street. Date and source not known but photograph [supplied] between card in envelope addressed to Mr R. King, 3 Nightingale Rd., Grenoside, S., with postmark Bury, Lancs. 8.IV.75 & envelope stating ‘Photograph - Do Not Bend therefore seems original’

Medical staff. 1922 (SRH 2)

On reverse: ‘Dr Robert Platt and his Medical Clerks, Royal Hospital, Sheffield, 1922’. ‘With Compliments M.J. Fenton’

Names on front
Donor: David F. Sayliss, from the estate of Dr Michael J. Fenton, who is on the photograph

another copy (SRH 2b)

Donor: David F. Sayliss, from the estate of Dr Michael J. Fenton, who is on the photograph

Medical staff. [c. 1925?] (SRH 3)

Donor: David F. Sayliss, from the estate of Dr Michael J. Fenton, who is on the photograph

another copy (SRH 3b)

Donor: David F. Sayliss, from the estate of Dr Michael J. Fenton, who is on the photograph

another copy (SRH 3c)

Donor: David F. Sayliss, from the estate of Dr Michael J. Fenton, who is on the photograph

Building. Photograph of oil painting depicting the early buildings of the Royal Hospital, originally called the Dispensary [n.d.] (SRH 4)
Sheffield Royal Infirmary

*(see also under earlier name of Sheffield General Infirmary)*

Buildings. Aerial view, [c.1940?]*(SRI 1)*

On reverse: ‘Note. Presence of St. Philip’s Church [closed 1940] and Ernest’s memorial in its original position ante-dates Ronald Matthew’s Orthopaedic outpatient building’

Sheffield Telegraph photograph

Centenary Celebration Invitation, 1897. Photocopy of engraved original *(SRI 2)*

Pawson & Brailsford Lith. Sheffield

Title: ‘Sheffield Royal Infirmary – Centenary Celebration. 1797-1897’

Displays 2 views of the Infirmary in 1797 and 1897, and a statue of Hope by Sir Francis Chantrey

Medical staff. [c.1910?]* Oversize (SRI 3)*

Mounted

On front: individuals identified are ?John Cobb, Ernest Finch, Dr. Douglas Green, and Adolphus Stagg, Head Porter at the Royal Infirmary, Sheffield. Note: ‘Photo taken at the Royal Infirmary, possibly of the Resident Mess *with Ernest Finch as R.S.O. (See my “Times Past” in B.M.J. early 1985)  *At Centenary House

Buildings. Photograph [n.d.](SRI 4)

On reverse: ‘The Royal Infirmary, Sheffield (before the recent construction of one storey wards on the site of the tennis courts)’

Medical staff. [c.1917](SRI 5)

Print of photograph

Individuals identified are C. Barrowman, Lester Samuels, N.? Wigram, K.L. Buss, Percy Ward, C.W. Coghlan, R.E. Ford. Believed to be on steps at the Royal Infirmary, Sheffield. Print supplied by Dr. Peter G.T. Ford, son of Dr. R.E. Ford, who qualified at Sheffield in 1919
Sheffield University Medical Portrait Collection.

B. Photographs of Individuals

Ambler, Bert

Head Porter, Sheffield Royal Infirmary (succeeded Adolphus Stagg c.1936)

See under (PLATT 5)

Anderson, James Christie

Lecturer in Surgery, 1934-64, 1963

H&S. Portrait. Photographer’s signature on front; ‘Joseph Lawry [?] 1963 A.I.B.P.’

Mounted


Barer, Robert

Professor of Human Biology and Anatomy, 1963-82, [n.d.]

FL. Standing, with technical equipment. On reverse: ‘Prof. Barer, Dept. Anatomy’

Bartolomé, Mariano Alejo Martin de (1830-90)

Graduated Edinburgh 1837; Physician, Sheffield Dispensary (later the Royal Hospital) 1840-; Physician, Sheffield General Infirmary 1846-89; President of the Medical School

HL. Portrait. With medal, regalia, and Freemasonry symbols. [n.d.] (BARTOLOME 1)

Caption: ‘Mariano Martin de Bartolomé’

Photograph of a painting

another copy

(BARTOLOME 1b)

TQL. Portrait. Seated. [n.d.] (BARTOLOME 2)

On reverse: Dr. Bartolomé from a portrait at the Infirmary’
QL. Portrait. [n.d.]       (BARTOLOME 3)
  With inscription: ‘Yours very truly M Martin de Bartolomé’

  another copy       (BARTOLOME 3b)
  another copy       (BARTOLOME 3c)
  another copy       (BARTOLOME 3d)
  another copy       (BARTOLOME 3e)

TQL. Portrait. Seated. [n.d.]     (BARTOLOME 4)
  Reproduction of painting

  See also under (SMI 13)

Beverley, John Kenneth Addison
  Professor of Medical Microbiology, 1970-76

QL. Portrait. [1976?]       (BEVERLEY 1)

Brockman, Ralph St. Leger
  Professor of Surgery, 1944-54

  See under (PLATT 5)

Chisholm, John
  Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 1935-1950

QL. Portrait. [1951?]       (CHISHOLM 1)
  Mounted
Accompanying note: ‘Prof. John Chisholm (From Jessop Hospital, (Superintendent – Th Norton) December 1954)

Clark, George Albert
Professor of Physiology, 1933-46

FL. Seated. Group photograph, with University boxers, and cup. [n.d.]
       Mounted
       (CLARK 1)

FL. Seated. Group photograph, with University boxers, and cup. [n.d.]
       Mounted
       (CLARK 2)

FL. Seated. Group photograph, with University boxers. [n.d.]
       Mounted
       (CLARK 3)

FL. Seated. Group photograph, with University boxers. [n.d.]
       Mounted
       (CLARK 4)

FL. Seated. Group photograph, with University boxers. [n.d.]
       Mounted
       (CLARK 5)

HL. Seated. Detail from Group photograph (CLARK 5 above) (CLARK 6)

HL. Standing. In academic robes, detail from Group photograph (CLARK 7)

FL. Standing. In garden, in naval uniform. [n.d.]
With accompanying loose slip: ‘Title: Gledhow Park, October’

       another copy
       (CLARK 8b)

       another copy
       (CLARK 8c)
another copy  (CLARK 8d)
This copy has peripheral material trimmed out

HL. Seated. At desk. [n.d.]  (CLARK 9)
On reverse: ‘The University of Sheffield. Professor G.A. Clark, M.D., Dean of the Faculty of Medicine and Professor of Physiology’
British Council photograph

another copy  (CLARK 9b)

another copy  (CLARK 9c)

HL. Standing. With Group at formal dinner. [n.d.]  (CLARK 10)
Photograph in photographer’s sleeve
Many of the group are in uniform; University of Sheffield shield and cups on display.
On reverse: ‘Copyright Newsphoto Press Agency... Sheffield’

See also under (SMU 4, 5, 7, 8, 9)
See also (NAISH 2)

Cobb, John Henry
Lecturer on Anatomy, Surgical Anatomy and Oto-Rhino-Laryngology, University of Sheffield; Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

See under (SRI 3, PLATT 5)

Cocking, William Tusting
Professor of Materia Medica, 1897-1911; Dean of the Faculty of Medicine, 1905-1907

QL. Semi-profile. [c.1900?]  (COCKING 1)
On reverse: Note of biographical details as above

Connell, Arthur Mayers
Professor of Surgery, 1919-30
FL. Standing. Group photograph, 1929  

FL. Standing. Group photograph, 1929  
See also under (SMU 2, 5)

Douglas, James Sholto Cameron  
Professor of Pathology, 1915-31  

See under (SMU 2, 3, 5)

Durant, Terry  
Pathology department [n.d.]  

(DURANT 1)

Fenton, Michael J.  
Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Hospital  

See under (SRH 2, 3)

Ferguson, William John Wellwood  
Hon. Lecturer in Ophthalmology, University of Sheffield; Hon. Ophthalmic Surgeon, Sheffield Royal Infirmary  

See under (PLATT 5)
Finch, Sir Ernest Frederick
Professor of Surgery, 1934-44

*Unidentified photograph*
Wedding party. Sepia. [c.1914] Oversize (FINCH 1)

Male subjects are in military uniform. Includes Ernest Finch at far right. There may be an A.B. Nutt connection in the picture not yet discovered
On reverse: ‘Finch’. ‘A.B. Nutt’s effects’

*See also under (SRI 3, PLATT 5)*

Green, Douglas
Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

*See under (SRI 3)*

Green, Harry Norman
Professor of Pathology, 1935-53

HL. With laboratory equipment. [n.d.] (GREEN 1)
Mounted
Caption: ‘Professor H.M. Green, M.A., M.D., M.Sc. Professor of Pathology’
Hall, Sir Arthur John (1866-1951)
Joined staff of Medical School 1889; Professor of Physiology 1893-98, Pathology 1899-1906, Medicine 1915-31

HL. Standing. In academic robes in Group at Honorary degree ceremony. 1928
Framed
On front mount: ‘July 11 1928’
Kept in box (HALL 1)

FL. Standing. In military uniform in Group of military officers. [c.1914]
Framed (HALL 2)

Caricature drawing in ink with musical motif
Title “Who’s who? Puzzle find “our little ‘all’”. [c.1890?] (HALL 3)
On reverse: ‘Dr Arthur Hall’. ‘Caricature by Leonard Shields, a student at Firth College’. ‘He [Hall] composed music also’.

another copy. By photographic process (HALL 3b)

Caricature drawing in ink with Hall playing ‘cello. [c.1890?] (HALL 4)
Copy, by photographic process
Title: ‘The funniest sight of ‘all’
Presumed to be by Leonard Shields
On reverse: ‘Sir Arthur John Hall, Professor of Medicine (Caricature)’

another copy. By photographic process (HALL 4b)

FL. Standing by fireplace. [n.d.] (HALL 5)

HL. Sitting. With group of students. [c.1910?] (HALL 6)
On reverse: ‘Hall with group of students’. ‘(Original in Dept. of Physiology)’
TQL. Sitting. In academic robes. Photograph of framed painting [dated 1936]  
(HALL 7)

Mounted

Caption to painting: ‘Arthur John Hall, Kt., M.D., D.Sc., F.R.C.P. Emeritus Professor of Medicine’

Original was in Faculty Board Room, Royal Hospital

another copy  
(HALL 7b)

See also under (SMI 13, SMU 2, 3, 5)

Hallam, Arthur Rupert

Lecturer in Dermatology, University of Sheffield; Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

See also under (PLATT 5)

Harding, Harold Edward

Lecturer in Pathology, Curator of Museum and Hon. Lecturer in Medical Pathology, University of Sheffield

See under (SMU 21)

Henry, Lydia Manley (1891-1985)

One of the first two women graduates of the University of Sheffield Medical School (both 1916), MD Sheffield 1920, Honorary DSc Sheffield 1978

See Henry Documents (MS 110); also, there are photographs reproduced in ‘The Women of Royaumont’, by Eileen Crofton
Hodson, Joseph John
Professor of Oral Pathology, 1960-72

QL. Portrait. [1960?]
Mounted, in photographer’s sleeve
On cover: ‘Professor Hodson’ (?signature).

Hudson, George
Professor of Experimental Haematology, 1975-89

QL. Portrait. [1975?]
Mounted, in photographer’s sleeve
On reverse: ‘Dr G. Hudson (Appointments)
Photograph by Brights of Bristol

Illingworth, Ronald Stanley
Professor of Child Health, 1947-75

HL. Standing. With one other subject. [c.1975?]  (ILLINGWORTH 1)
In photographer’s sleeve
On attached sheet: ‘Stephenson Teaching and Research Block. Caption: Left to right: Mr W.R.S. Stephenson (Deputy Chairman, Board of Governors, United Sheffield Hospitals, Chairman, Children’s Hospital House Committee), Professor R.S. Illingworth (Professor of Child Health)
Photograph by Sheffield Newspapers Ltd.

Jackson, Arthur (1844-95)
Surgeon, Sheffield Public Hospital and Dispensary, 1866-77; Surgeon, Sheffield Infirmary 1877-95; Secretary to the Medical School for 20 years

QL. Portrait. Semi-profile. Sepia. [c.1890]  (JACKSON 1)
Mounted.
Caption: ‘Arthur Jackson. 1844-1895’
another copy

(JACKSON 1b)

Caption: Mr Arthur Jackson, M.R.C.S. Surgeon to the Infirmary 1877-1895'

another copy

(JACKSON 1c)

Caption: Mr Arthur Jackson, M.R.C.S. Surgeon to the Infirmary 1877-1895’

another copy

(JACKSON 1d)

another copy

(JACKSON 1e)

FL. Seated. On garden seat. 1895

(JACKSON 2)


See also under (SMI 13)

Jenner, Frederick Alexander

Professor of Psychiatry, 1967-92

HL. Standing. Outdoors. [1967?]

(JENNER 1)

FL. Standing. With Professor Kay and one other subject, March 1968 ‘MRC Unit opening’

(JENNER 2)

Keeling, James Hurd

Professor of Diseases of Women, 1897-98

QL. Portrait. [n.d.]

(KEELING 1)

Caption: ‘James Hurd Keeling, M.D., F.R.C.S.. Surgeon to the Public Dispensary and later to the Jessop Hospital for forty years & teacher at the Sheffield Medical Institution’
Leathes, John Beresford
Professor of Physiology, 1914-33
Hon. D.Sc Sheffield 1933

QL. Reproduction of an oval portrait photograph. In academic gown. [n.d.]
On reverse: ‘J.B. Leathes’. ‘(re insulin)’ (LEATHES 1)

TQL Standing. In Group of four in academic robes. [1933] (LEATHES 2)
On reverse: Lady Mellanby (centre) with J.B. Leathes, 1st right

FL. Standing. In Group of five, [n.d.]. Mounted (LEATHES 3)

See also under (SMU 4, 6)

Lytle, William James
Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

See under (PLATT 5)

McCree, Dr. J.G.

QL. Portrait [n.d.] (MCCREE 1)

Macdonald, John Smith
Professor of Physiology, 1902-14

QL. Photograph of sketched portrait. (Original 1926) (MACDONALD 1)
Portait has signature ‘J.S. Macdonald’, and bears the artist’s signature (unclear) and ‘26’
McEntegart, Michael Gerard
Professor of Medical Microbiology, 1967-82

QL. Portrait. [?1967] (McENTEGART 1)
On reverse: ‘Professor M.G. McEntegart (Chair)’

Mellanby, Sir Edward
Professor of Pharmacology, 1920-34

H&S. Portrait. [c. 1940] (MELLANBY 1)
On reverse: ‘Sir Edward Mellanby’

HL. Sitting with group, which includes Lady May Mellanby. [c.1940?] (MELLANBY 2)

According to notes on the envelope in which this photograph was stored in the University photograph collection, it could represent one of the following:
‘Edward and May Mellanby at the University field laboratories, 1936’
‘Staff party at Lodge Moor field laboratories’
‘Sheffield practitioners who donated money towards the old field laboratories’
However, the group might represent a Mellanby family gathering

Mellanby, Lady May
Hon. D.Sc 1933 Sheffield

see under (LEATHES 2); (MELLANBY 2)

Mouat, Thomas Bernard
Lecturer in Surgery, University of Sheffield; Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

See under (PLATT 5)
Munro, Donald Sinclair

Professor of Medicine, 1967-90

QL. Portrait. [1967?] (MUNRO 1)
On reverse: signature ‘Donald S. Munro’. ‘Professor D.S. Munro (Chair)’

Naish, Albert Edward

Professor of Medicine, 1931-36; Senior Physician to the Royal Hospital

FL. With Mrs. Lucy Naish and dog in garden. [c. 1940?] (NAISH 1)
Mounted
On reverse: ‘Prof Naish, Lucy Naish’
Donor: Mrs E Cawley

Group. With members of Department of Medicine, University of Sheffield. [c.1931] (NAISH 2)
On reverse: 'AEN in group photo, Sheff. Univ, c.1931'
Names on front
Donor: Copied by permission of Mrs C. Spencer

Group. With staff of Children's Hospital. [1952?] (NAISH 3)
On reverse: some names, and 'Children's Hospital  ?1952'
Donor: Copied by permission of Mrs C. Spencer

H&S. Profile. [c.1952] (NAISH 4)
On reverse: 'A.E. Naish aet. 81, about 1952'
Donor: Copied by permission of Mrs C. Spencer

H&S. To front. [c.1961] (NAISH 5)
On reverse: 'A.E. Naish aged 90, about 1961'
Donor: Copied by permission of Mrs C. Spencer

See also under (SMU 2, 5, 6)

See also Naish, Nora. Doctor Lucy's Life and Times (MS 289)
Naish, Mrs. Lucy

Lecturer in Osteology, Department of Medicine.

*see also under (NAISH 1, PLATT 3)*

*See also Naish, Nora. Doctor Lucy's Life and Times (MS 289)*

Nutt, Alfred Boswell, FRCS (1898-1978)

Ophthalmic Surgeon, United Sheffield Hospitals, 1948 -63, Honorary Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Sheffield Royal Infirmary, 1927-48 and in the Children’s Hospital 1938-48; M.Sc Sheffield 1922; Hon. LL.D Sheffield 1974; Honorary Lecturer in Ophthalmology, University of Sheffield, 1960-61, and member of the University’s Council, Court and Convocation.

*Unidentified photograph*

Wedding party. [c.1900?]

Oversize (NUTT 1)

Possibly records a Nutt family wedding? Possibly taken outside the Royal Infirmary

On reverse: ‘Mr A.B. Nutt’s effects’

*See also: (FINCH 1)*

Platt, Baron, of Grindleford (1900-78)

MB, ChB, 1921; MD 1923 Sheffield; FRCP; Physician, Royal Infirmary, Sheffield, 1931-45. Hon LLD Sheffield 1959

*FL. Standing. In military uniform. [1919]*

(PLATT 1)


Originally in envelope with note: ‘Five photographs copied from originals lent by Lord Platt of Grindleford’

*Unidentified subject*

*QL. Sitting. Female. 1919 (copy)*

(PLATT 2)

On reverse: ‘March 1919’

Originally in envelope with note: ‘Five photographs copied from originals lent by Lord Platt of Grindleford’
Group. 1919 (copy) (PLATT 3)

On reverse: ‘Dr Lucy Naish & Third year medicals, March 1919’

Originally in envelope with note: ‘Five photographs copied from originals lent by Lord Platt of Grindleford’

Group. 1919 (copy) (PLATT 4)

On reverse: ‘Second year medicals, March 1919’

Originally in envelope with note: ‘Five photographs copied from originals lent by Lord Platt of Grindleford’

FL. Standing in Group (far right). [c.1936] (copy) (PLATT 5)

On reverse: “The Honorary staff of Sheffield Royal Infirmary, date probably 1936. Occasion: the retirement of Adolphus Stagg (front with watch-chain) who had been head porter for so long that none of the staff remembered his appointment. The casualties were brought to the Porter’s Lodge (before my time) when Adolphus would see them and pronounce upon them. He became highly skilled in diagnostics.

(Copied verbatim from notes on back of original. GAD 1979)

Wellwood Ferguson, Bert Ambler, Nutt / Brockman, -----, Finch, Wilkie, Wayne / Lytle, Mouat[?], Hallam, Stagg, Cobb, Platt

([Bert Ambler was the 2nd Porter & succeeded Adolphus])

Several important members of the staff were unable to attend, for instance Barnes & Yates”

Originally in envelope with note: ‘Five photographs copied from originals lent by Lord Platt of Grindleford’

TQL. Standing, half profile, with Queen Mother. Colour. 1962. (PLATT 6)

Occasion: laying of the foundation stone of the new Royal College of Physicians, Regent’s Park, March 1962.

Mounted, in photographer’s sleeve

Accompanying documents:

(1) Letter from Platt to A.W. Chapman, Registrar of Sheffield University, 20 May 1963, re this photograph. Signed ‘Robert’

(2) Letter (copy) in reply by Chapman, 28 May 1963

(3) Reprint from the BMJ describing the foundation stone ceremony
QL. Portrait. [1965]  
On reverse: ‘Sir Robert Platt, Bt., M.Sc., M.D., F.R.C.P.
Born London, 16th April 1900.
Physician, Royal Infirmary, Sheffield, 1931-45.
Lt. Col., later Brigadier, R.A.M.C., 1941-45.
Professor of Medicine, Manchester University, and Physician, Royal Infirmary, Manchester, 1945-65.
Other particulars are in Who’s Who.
I would be glad if you would use the enclosed print in preference to any former ones which may be in your files. Robert Platt.’

Acompanying documents:

(1) Letter from Platt to the Registrar, University of Sheffield, re this photograph, 19 Aug 1965. Signed.
(2) Letter (copy) in reply from Registrar
(3) Card folder enclosure with note: ‘1965. Photograph to be used in preference to any former ones - see Sir Robert Platt’s note on the back of photo.’

QL. Portrait. 1971  
On reverse: ‘Lord Platt 1971’
Photograph by May Davey, Esher, Surrey

Accompanying documents:

(1) Note in ms.: ‘Please use this photo if you ever require one. Platt. 10.9.71’
(2) Envelope, postmarked 10 Sep 1971

H & S. Portrait. 1970  
On reverse: ‘Lord Platt. Formerly Sir Robert PLATT. Please destroy any other photo you may have, 10/X/70. New address 53 Heathside, Hinchley Wood, Esher, Surrey

Pye-Smith, Rutherfoord John
Professor of Surgery, 1897-1910

See under (SMI 13)
Scratcherd, Thomas  
Professor of Physiology, 1973-87

HL. Seated. [1973?] (SCRATCHERD 1)  
On reverse: ‘Professor Scratcherd. Physiology Dept.’ ‘(from North Wing)’

Smith, Robert William Innes (1872-1933)  
Graduate of Edinburgh University; GP in Brightside, Sheffield, for 33 years; author of “English-speaking students of medicine at the University of Leyden” (1932)

See under (AMB 3)

Smith, Stuart William Innes  
Son of Robert William Innes Smith; GP in Sheffield

See under (SMU 2)

Snell, Simeon  
Professor of Ophthalmology, 1897-1909; Ophthalmic Surgeon to the Sheffield Royal Infirmary, and the first Honorary Secretary to the Clinical Committee

TQL. Sitting. 1908 (SNELL 1)  
Mounted  
On front: Ms, ink (signature?) ‘Simeon Snell DSc / President BMA / 1908’  
Photograph by ‘Henderson, 35 Fargate, Sheffield’

See also under (SMI 3, 13)

Stagg, Adolphus  
Head Porter, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

See under (SRI 3, PLATT 5)
Stengel, Erwin
   Professor of Psychiatry, 1956-67

   QL. Portrait. [1967?] (STENGEL 1)
      On reverse: ‘Professor E. Stengel (Retirements)’
      Photograph ‘by Richard of Sheffield’

Stephenson, W.R.S.
   Deputy Chairman, Board of Governors, United Sheffield Hospitals; Chairman,
   Children’s Hospital House Committee

   See under (ILLINGWORTH 1)

Summerfield-King, T.
   Senior Lecturer, Dept. of Human Biology and Anatomy, 1948-67

   QL. Portrait. [1967?] (SUMMERFIELD-KING 1)
      On reverse: ‘Dr T. Summerfield-King (Retirements)’

Thornton, John Andrew
   Professor of Anaesthetics, 1970-83

   QL. Portrait. [1970?] (THORNTON 1)
      On reverse: ‘Professor Thornton’

   HL. Standing. In Group of 4 with technical equipment. 1964 (THORNTON 2)
      On reverse: ‘The Department of Anaesthetics. Left to right: Mr E.A. Barker,
      Dr. J.A. Thornton, The Lord Mayor (Alderman Isidore Lewis) and the Vice- 
      Chancellor’ [April 1964].
      Photograph by Sheffield Newspapers Ltd.
Wayne, Sir Edward Johnson
   Professor of Pharmacology, 1934-42

   See under (PLATT 5)

Wilkie, John
   Member of medical staff, Sheffield Royal Infirmary

   See under (Platt 5)

Wilson, Graham Malcolm
   Professor of Clinical Pharmacology and Therapeutics, 1954-67

   TQL. In laboratory with assistant. 1964   (WILSON 1)
      On reverse: “Professor G.M. Wilson in the Wellcome extension to the Department of Pharmacology and Therapeutics at the Royal Infirmary”
      [October 1964. The assistant is Mrs Elsie Smith]
      Photograph by Yorkshire Evening Post

   TQL. In laboratory with assistant. 1964   (WILSON 2)
      [Subject as above]
      Photograph by Yorkshire Evening Post

   TQL. In laboratory with assistant. 1964   (WILSON 3)
      [Subject as above]
      Photograph by Sheffield Newspapers Ltd.

   TQL. In laboratory with assistant. 1964   (WILSON 4)
      [Subject as above]
      Photograph by Sheffield Newspapers Ltd.
Sheffield University Medical Portrait Collection.

C. Miscellaneous documents


2. *Medical student days*. Memoirs of A.E. Barnes, a student at Sheffield Medical School from 1897-1903.
   Copy of typescript, 27 pp.

3/1-6 Copies of correspondence relating to Helen Lillie (later Mrs. Garrett), who was a graduate of Aberdeen Medical School and worked as a G.P. in Caithness. She worked at the Sheffield Royal Infirmary from 1915 to 1917, and at the Jessop Hospital for Women from 18th December 1918 to 2nd July 1919
   Copies supplied by Eileen Crofton, author of *The women of Ro yaumont: a Scottish women’s hospital on the Western Front*
   Copies of ms. and ts.

4/1-11 Correspondence relating to the Professorial Surgical Unit (later the Surgery Block) at Sheffield Royal Infirmary, 10th December 1947-21st February 1980